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Lebanese composer Rabih Abou-Khalil was the natural choice for  
German Television Channel ZDF, in cooperation with Arte and the 
Munich Film Museum, when they decided to put new symphonic 
music to a German silent film, set in Jerusalem. The 1922 classic 
film Nathan the Wise, is a dramatization of German writer Got-
thold Ephraim Lessing’s 1779 lyrical drama; a parable celebrating 
religious tolerance and a plea for humanity.
The story takes place during the Third Crusade in 1192 A.D. 
and chronicles a short-lived moment of co-existence between the 
world’s three foremost monotheist religions. The film’s producer, 
Wagowski and his acclaimed director Manfred Noa, stuck closely 
to Lessing’s plot in their cinematic interpretation of this classi-
cal literary work. The outcome was political cinema, and one of 
the earliest “film’(s) for humanity”. Intensifying nazism during the 
Weimar Republic however, and Hitler’s imminent rise to power, 
were not receptive to anything with semitic sympathies. The film 
was banned and subsequently all copies were destroyed. Thought 
to be lost forever, the Munich Film Museum was delighted to dis-
cover the sole surviving copy in 1996 in Russian film archives in 
Moscow.
Rabih Abou-Khalil is no stranger to civil and religious discord. 
Growing up in Beirut during the Lebanese civil war and originat-
ing from the Bekaa Valley, “the land of milk and honey”, he has 
witnessed both the destructiveness of intolerance of religious dis-
cord and, in a parallel manner to Lessing’s drama, also observed 
the beauty in times of cooperation.

Rabih Abou-Khalil  
Trouble in Jerusalem

ENJ95602 >> 063757956020 >> CD digipack

1. Jerusalem  8.50
2. Lament  16.24
3. Gerusalemme Liberata  12.08
4. Once Upon a Dervish  12.07
5. Saladin and Nathan the Wise  7.29
6. A Prayer for Tolerance  2.19

All music composed by Rabih Abou-Khalil

Rabih Abou-Khalil, oud
Michel Godard tuba, serpent
Jarrod Cagwin, frame drums
Walter Quintus, sound engineer

The German Youth Orchestra (BJO) conducted by 
Frank Strobel 
Soloists: 
Tobias Feldmann violin
Sarina Zickgraf viola
Sophie Notte cello
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The trio of Matthew Bourne (The Electric Doctor M, Bil-
bao Syndrome, Distortion Trio, solo), Steve Davis and Dave 
Kane (Rabbit Project, Shank Trio) is a piano trio unlike any 
other, inhabiting a wierd wonderland somewhere at the 
borders of jazz and free music with Monk, Jarrett and Cecil 
Taylor some vague points of reference. There is nothing else 
like them in UK jazz, or probably anywhere.
The Money Notes is a work of fevered imagination and inge-
nuity, in which musical virtuosity and subfuscous humour 
abound. Recorded in one afternoon session amongst the de-
lectable environs of the lounge, hallway and kitchen-diner 
of Valley Wood Studios, The Money Notes captures Bourne 
Davis Kane at their most spontaneous and inventive. Con-
sisting of intensely focused, improvised miniatures along 
with feature-length originals, this landmark release is sure 
to delight, displease and disturb in equal measure. And, 
if there aren’t enough money notes to make the playlists, 
then Ashley Wales’s stunning artwork is worth the admis-
sion price alone, making The Money Notes a ‘must have’ for 
generations of art-lovers and listeners to come. 

Bourne / Davis / Kane  
The Money Notes

FOGCD013 >> 5060073261215 >> CD digipack

1. BDK Theme / 2. The Money Notes / 3. Gunn / 
4. Pedagogophillia / 5. Yes / 6. Hive Activity / 7. 
Know / 8. Mandrake / 9. More Money Notes / 10. 
Needles / 11. Old Gregg / 12. Pontious Pilate / 13. 
Scuttler No. 2 / 14. Pedogogophilliaca / 15. The 
Lovely Man / 16. The Lonely Man / 17. Utter Con-
tempt for All Those who Scat whilst Soloing / 18. 
No Money Notes / 19. Depression Costume / 20. 
without (for Annette) / 21. Needless / 22. Peace for 
Ben Cundale

Also available by Bourne/Davis/Kane:
EDN1003  Lost Something
He (Bourne) could almost be the British John Zorn...Lost 
Something, however, is much jazzier, at times painting him 
as a 21st-century Thelonious Monk. Bourne is partnered 
here by bassist Dave Kane and drummer Steven Davis, and 
the breathtaking virtuosity of all three performances is com-
parable to some of the famous odysseys of Cecil Taylor’s 
groups...Lost Something is a set that should help confirm 
this trio’s world-class status to a wider audience - it’s mod-
ern music in the most meaningful sense.
**** Guardian

Also available by Matthew Bourne:
FOGCD007  The Molde Concert
This CD finally confirms what I’ve long suspected - that 
Leeds based pianist is the bastard child of John Shuttle-
worth and Cecil Taylor. The Wire
There’s a kind of manic intensity and eccentricity to all this 
which makes it totally compelling. Jazzwise  
EDN1001  Dismantling the Waterfall (with Dave Stapleton)
…fine collaboration between two of the UK’s most exciting 
young pianists…restless imagination Jazzwise

Also available by Dave Kane’s Rabbit Project:
EDN1012  The Eye Of The Duck
an excellent example of British contemporary jazz. There’s 
certainly nothing predictable about this bright, intelligent 
music.
Jazzmann

FOGHORN
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RENAUD GARCIA-FONS
Méditerranées
Enja    ENJ95632   063757956327
CD digipack   
Renaud García-Fons (comp/arr, double basses, tanbur, udu, bendir, cajon, daf, palmas); 
and others.
The French bass player, one of Europe’s foremost jazz instrumentalists and notable for his cus-
tomised five-string instrument, is influenced by jazz, classical and “imagined folklore”. His 
evocative compositions here portray the many musical flavours of Southern Europe and North 
Africa, played with stunning precision on a wide array of instruments. All About Jazz describes 
Garcia-Fons as “arguably the most amazing double bass player in the world, known for his over-
whelming virtuosity”. He has eight other titles available on the Enja label.

BOB DEGEN
Jake Remembered
Enja    ENJ95672   063757956723
CD     
Bob Degen (p); Valentin Garvie (t, piccolo t); Markus Schieferdecker (b); Peter Perfido (d).
The American pianist, based in Germany since the 1960s, has played often with the likes of Heinz 
Sauer, Dusko Goykovich, Charlie Mariano and Albert Mangelsdorff, and visiting US musicians of 
the calibre of Dexter Gordon and Art Farmer. JAKE REMEMBERED was recorded at the recently 
revived HGBS Studio in the Black Forest on the legendary Bösendorfer grand piano on which 
Oscar Peterson, Bill Evans, Friedrich Gulda all recorded master pieces. 

BEN SIDRAN EUROPEAN 5tet
Dylan Different - Live in Paris at the New Morning
Bonsai Music  BON101002  794881990122
CD     
Ben Sidran (p, voc); Rodolphe Burger (g, voc); Erik Truffaz (t); Marcello Giuliani (b); 
Alberto Malo (d).
A live performance of Sidran’s Dylan tribute, rapturously received at one one of France’s premier 
jazz venues in April 2010. The album Dylan Different (BON091101) received very good reviews, 
with four stars in Mojo and Record Collector and three stars in Uncut and Jazzwise.

LOUIS MOHOLO-MOHOLO’S VIVA-LA-BLACK
Exile
Ogun    OGCD003   5020675570320
CD digipack   
Louis Moholo-Moholo (d, voc); Thebe Lipere (perc, voc); Claude Deppa (t, flhn, voc); Sean 
Bergin (ts, fl, concertina); Steve Williamson (ts, as); Frank Douglas (el g);  Paul Rogers (b)
Out of print for over 10 years, this “hot and dangerous session” (Penguin Guide) sees the light of 
day again at an apposite time, just as interest in Louis M-M peaks again with his London Jazz 
Festival appearance and full interviews in Jazz UK and Jazzwise. The only surviving Blue Note 
keeps going as strong as ever.

MICHIEL BORSTLAP
Solo 2010
Gramercy Park Music GPM01   8717953033406
CD/DVD digipack  
A pianist of formidable talents, Borstlap is a star in his native Holland. Best known for his fusion 
projects, here he presents an album of solo piano at the borders of jazz and classical. The live 
DVD was filmed in Maastricht, Sept 2009. Comes with free bonus download track.
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ADAM PIERONCZYK
Komeda - The Innocent Sorcerer
Jazzwerkstatt  JW104   4250079758715
CD    
Adam Pieronczyk (ss, ts); Gary Thomas (ts); Nelson Veras (g); Anthony Cox (b); 
Lukasz Zyta (d, perc, typewriter)
The Polish saxophonist and his multinational ensemble pay homage to his fellow countryman 
Krzysztof Komeda, the famed composer/pianist best known for his jazz film scores for Polanski’s 
Rosemary’s Baby and Knife in the Water.

SOPHIA DOMANCICH
Snakes and Ladders
Cristal Records  CR162   794881987726
CD digipack   
Sophia Domancich’s new album features guests Robert Wyatt and John Greaves (Henry Cow), 
both of whom have been occasional musical partners over her career. Sophia has long-standing 
ties to the British jazz rock ‘Canterbury scene’ - in bands with ex-Soft Machine members Elton 
Dean and Pip Pyle, and as a member of the re-formed Hatfield & the North in the early 1990s. 
She led a trio for several years with Tony Levin and Paul Rogers. Jazz beat-boxer Napoleon 
Maddox also appears on this new album, with percussionist Ramon Lopez and Sophia’s band. 

CHET BAKER
Back Home! The Complete Studio Master Takes July 
1956 - July 1959
Le Chant du Monde 5741890/99  794881981120
10CD box set  
Chet at the peak of his popularity before the drugs caught up with him. This set presents the 
official studio recordings, in chronological order, over the three year period that Baker was resi-
dent in the States between European sojourns. 

CHARLOTTE HUG & FRED LONBERG-HOLM 
Fine Extension
Emanem   EM5012   5030243501229
CD digipack      
Two string improvisers from opposite sides of the Atlantic Ocean who get on as though they grew 
up in the same neighbourhood.  They first met in Chicago in 2005, and issued a duo CDR on the 
limited edition Flying Aspidistra label.  Their second record contains the whole of a 2009 concert 
in Zürich featuring Hug’s viola & voice and Lonberg-Holm’s cello responding to each other at 
breathtaking speed.

PAUL HUBWEBER & PHILIP ZOUBEK
Archiduc Concert : Dansaert Variations
Emanem   EM5011   5030243501120
CD digipack      
The whole of a duo concert on trombone and prepared piano, recorded at LArchiduc in Brussels 
– a bar whose art deco interior is featured on the cover.  This is the second CD by this duo fol-
lowing on from the highly acclaimed NOBODY’S MATTER BUT OUR OWN on NurNichtNur.  Both 
musicians are now amongst the freshest exponents of their respective instruments, and they 
interact with each other superbly. 
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DAVID FATHEAD NEWMAN
I Remember Brother Ray
HighNote   HLP7135   632375713515
David Newman (ts); Steve Nelson (vib); John Hicks (p); John Menegon (b); 
Winard Harper (d)
SIDE A : 1. HIT THE ROAD JACK  2. GEORGIA ON MY MIND  3. DROWN IN MY TEARS
SIDE B : 1. WHEN YOUR LOVER HAS GONE 2. DEED I DO  3. IT HAD TO BE YOU  4. THEM 
THAT GOT
David ‘Fathead’ Newman’s warm tone, terse phrasing, and heartfelt delivery placed him in high 
demand by artists such as B.B. King, Jane Monheit, and Gregg Allman. With over twenty 
recordings to his name, I Remember Brother Ray stands as an understated highlight, a record 
that gently ingratiates itself with its warmth and affability.  Newman got his first big break with 
Ray Charles in the early ‘50s, and made numerous guest appearances over the years. And so 
Newman entered the studio just two months after Charles’ death to record I Remember Brother 
Ray.  While there were quite a few Ray Charles tributes, few equaled I Remember Brother Ray 
for its grace, integrity, honesty, and pure connection to the true essence of Charles’ legacy.

HOUSTON PERSON
My Romance
HighNote   HLP7033   632375703318
Houston Person (ts); Richard Wyands (p); Ray Drummond (b); Kenny Washington (d)
SIDE A : 1. BUT BEAUTIFUL  2. BLUE MOON  3. LAURA
SIDE B : 1. THE VERY THOUGHT OF YOU  2. MY ROMANCE  3. STAIRWAY TO THE STARS  4. 
LOVE IS HERE TO STAY
Appearing as a leader, sideman, or guest on well over 200 recordings, Houston Person uses his 
knowledge and experience to revisit seven very familiar standards with his big, full-bodied, soul-
ful tenor saxophone.  Given the very intimate nature of the session, this recording could easily 
have been of a live performance from a small, jazz lounge. All that’s missing are the tinkling 
glasses in the background and the light, knowledgeable applause of jazz fans who’ve dropped by 
to enjoy an evening of good music played by top jazz musicians.  This session is a reminder of the 
pleasures that the intimate side of jazz offers.

CHARLES EARLAND
Slammin’ & Jammin’
Savant   SLP2008   633842200811
Charles Earland (B-3 Organ); Carlos Garnett (ts); Melvin Sparks (g); Eric Sealls (b); 
Bernard Purdie (d); Gary Fritz (perc)
SIDE A : 1. HONKY TONK  2. SUGAR  3. MERCY, MERCY, MERCY
SIDE B : 1. WHEN JOHNNY COMES MARCHING HOME 2. BLUES FOR SHEILA  3. MR. MAGIC
Earland’s May 1997 recording of Slammin’ & Jammin’  is among the Mighty Burner’s very best. 
The six cookers here - not a ballad in the bunch - a collection of familiar covers, these grooves 
are ones Earland himself always admired. From Bill Doggett’s “Honky Tonk” and Joe Zawinul’s 
“Mercy, Mercy, Mercy” to Stanley Turrentine’s “Sugar” and Grover Washington Jr.’s “Mr. 
Magic,” Guitarist Melvin Sparks, and funky drummer supreme, Bernard Purdie get loose and 
just play the way they were meant to play.  Carlos Garnett adds his surprisingly warm tenor 
sax groove to “Honky Tonk” and “Mr. Magic.” These guys must have loved doing this date: play-
ing the stuff they like, exactly the way they want. It cooks.

HighNote and Savant announce the launch of a new vinyl LP series with these 
first three titles from the labels’ extensive catalogues. 

Each release is limited edition, printed on high quality 180g vinyl. 
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HARIPRASAD CHAURASIA
Hariprasad Chaurasia & the Art of Improvisation
Accords Croises  AC136/37   794881975921
2CD longbox book World/India
Pandit Hariprasad Chaurasia is both a world-renowned flautist and a teacher of Hindustani 
classical music, both in India and at the Rotterdam Conservatoire. Amongst his students is the 
French bansuri player and scholar Henri Tournier, who presents in this lavish, weighty and 
elegant package an in-depth investigation into the primarily oral, and thus never static, tradition 
of the music. Chaurasia provides the music, his improvisational skills a wonder to behold, with 
Tournier meticulously transcribing and analysing the ragas in the progressive stages of their 
development.
200 pages (all English text) and two CDs, in a hardback-bound longbox. 
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VARIOUS ARTISTS
Mongolia-Kazakh Songs and Epic Traditions of the West
Ocora    C583051   794881981021 
CD     World/Mongolia
Through songs by the Kazakh nomads (accompanied on the dombra lute, with rhythms inspired 
by the different paces of the horse) and the millenary art of the epic passed on by the bards (for 
important occasions or to accompany the hunters), this recording shows two aspects of tradi-
tional music from Mongolia. Re-issue of C580051.

KARIM ZIAD & HAMID EL KASRI
Yobadi
Accords Croises  AC138   794881980123
CD hardback digipack   World/North Africa
Algerian Ziad and Moroccan El Kasri were brought together through their shared passion for 
Gnawa. Ziad is an outstanding drummer whose cv includes Cheb Mami, Takfarinas, Orchestre 
National de Barbes and Joe Zawinul. El Kasri, a master of the gimbri, is a long-time friend and 
musical colleague. Together they create a masterful new context for gnawa music. Adorned with 
sparkling brass, lined with awesome guitar riffs, shaken by a deluge of percussion, transported 
by the obsessive roaring of the gimbri, this music shatters the usual barriers. Amongst the 
twenty other musicians involved are Khaled, Bojan Z, Nguyen Le and Julien Lourau.
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NABY
Dem Naa
Iris Music   3002011   3464630020116 
CD     World/Senegal 
Senegalese singer Naby, winner of the Radio France International ‘New Discovery’ prize in 2009, 
began his career as a rap artist. Some of his early songs were released on Positive Black Soul’s 
Senerap compilations. Naby has now incorporated reggae as a primary force in his music along-
side the West African elements and rap edginess, but his lyrical message, delivered in his strident 
tones, is at the heart of what he does. A vital new force in a country renowned for its rap music. 
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ROSARIO LA TREMENDITA
A Tiempo
World Village  498038   8427592001345 
CD     World/Spain
Cantaora (i.e. flamenco singer) Rosario Guerrero, known as ‘La Tremendita’, was born in 1984 
in Triana, a popular quarter of Sevilla. She grew up in a flamenco atmosphere and her artistic 
involvement began at the early age of 5 with her father, cantaor José ‘el Tremendo’. Her first 
public performance came aged 9. A Tiempo’ is her first record, a collection of self penned songs 
and popular tunes.

MARIA VOLONTE
Portrait
Network   495133   785965951337 
CD digipack   World/Argentina
Tango singer Maria Volonté can look back over a 30-year stage career. Be it in her hometown 
Buenos Aires, in Montevideo or San Francisco, the halls are full and the audience and critics 
wild about her performances. Her CDs have received numerous awards, including the “Carlos 
Gardel Prize”; only recently she was nominated for a Latin Grammy.
For the CD PORTRAIT Network has combined musical highpoints from her career with exclusive 
new recordings specially for this European premiere. Maria gives very personal interpretations of 
tangos, alludes to the musical traditions of her neighbouring countries (among them candombe 
from Uruguay and bossa nova from Brazil), and introduces songs by great Latin American sing-
ers, including sensitively sung ballads in the “Latin Blues” style.
A musical jewel that can now finally be marvelled at in Europe …

ADVERTISED IN SONGLINES AND ‘JANUARY’ IN THE SONGLINES 2011 CALENDAR


